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RESEARCHES A N D DISCOVERIES I N K E N T

TWO BRONZE AXES FROM H Y T H E IN T H E PITT RIVERS COLLECTION
AT SALISBURY MUSEUM

INTRODUCTION

Amongst the large collection of archaeological objects which General
Pitt Rivers displayed in his museum at Farnham, Dorset, were two
bronze axes labelled 'Hythe, Kent'. There is no evidence as to how
the General acquired these objects, but this in itself suggests that they
were collected relatively early in his career. His later purchases and
gifts are almost invariably well documented. It is tempting to suggest
that he might have obtained them when, as Captain Lane Fox, he was
attached to the School o f Musketry at Hythe in 1853, or when as
Major-General Lane Fox he was excavating a t Caesar's Camp,
Folkestone in the summer of 1878.' However, the labels are not in his
hand, but in that of, presumably, a previous owner, so that they may
even have left the county before they came into his possession.

DESCRIPTION

The axes are now in the Salisbury and South Wiltshire Museum.
1. ( F i g . 1) S.M. No. PR 2J4: Winged axe with a single loop, length
160 mm. Tw o o f the wings, which are hammered over, are
damaged and one is completely missing. The implement appears
to have been well-used with an asymmetrical blade, and one face
well-rubbed, although the surface is elsewhere badly pitted and
corroded. The casting seams down the sides of the object have
been hammered out. There is no notch in the butt, which is
sometimes present on these axes.
' Archaeologia, xlvii (1880), 429-65.
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2. ( F i g . 2) S.M. No. PR 2J6: Socketed axe, length 100 mm. It is an
angular form with three slight ribs on either face and a flattopped mouth moulding; the loop springs from just below the
mouth moulding, but is broken off, leaving just the stumps. The
body is fairly rough and pitted by corrosion, but the blade is
asymmetrical and notched and would appear to have been used.
Some hammer marks are visible on the blade, and the mouth
moulding is rather uneven.

DISCUSSION

End-winged axes, normally looped, were used in southern Britain
and northern France during L B A 3 o r Ewart Park phase o f the
Bronze Age.' Their distribution is exclusively in south-east Britain,
apart from one Cornish find, and they would appear to derive from
north-eastern France, either by import or local imitation, although
they are the dominant axe type of Brittany.' The socketed axe is of
the type originally called South Welsh, but more properly labelled
Stogursey after the large representative Somerset hoard.4 They occur
in hoards of LBA3 date and are fairly common in southern England,
where they may have been produced.'
It is unfortunate that the provenance o f these two axes is not
recorded in greater detail. They would seem to be broadly contemporary and their patination and surface condition are similar, so that
a single find-spot for the two seems likely; the two types have been
found in hoards in Kent elsewhere, as at Minnis Bay.° While the
winged axe may be an import, the socketed axe is a British form,
which makes it unlikely that they come from a wreck site. Their
location on the Channel coast would appear significant, with similar
finds being coastal o r riverine, b u t we must bear i n mind the
possibilities of post-Bronze Age land erosion.' It has been suggested
recently that the true state o f Romney Marsh in the Bronze Age
needs to be closely examined,' but it is possible that it was used in the
B. O'Connor, Cross-Channel Relations in the Later Bronze Age, BAR S91 (1980),
159.
Ibid.
S. Needham, The Bulford-Helsbury Manufacturing Tradition, British Museum
Occasional Paper no. 13 (1981), 7.
Ibid., O'Connor, op. cit., in note 2, 167.
6PPS, ix (1943), Pl. X I .
' T. Champion, Settlement and Society in the British Later Bronze Age. BAR, 83
(1980), 229.
Id., Archaeology in Kent to A D 1500, CBA Research Report no. 48 (1982), 31.
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Fig. 1. W i n g e d Axe (Scale: !,).
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Fig. 2. Socketed Axe (Scale: 1).
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same way for resources as the Fens.9 The majority of hoards in Kent
do belong to this Ewart Park phase of the Bronze Age, although they
are mainly concentrated to the north of the county;'" Champion does
mark a hoard in the vicinity of Hythe."
Another socketed axe in the Pitt Rivers Collection (SM No. PR
2J5) has also been given the provenance Hythe, but on more dubious
grounds. The axe is of the large Armorican type, and as such would
be typical of LBA4. I t has no label, but was displayed in Farnham
Museum between 2J4 and 2J6. Unfortunately, juxtapositions of this
kind at Farnham cannot be construed as evidence for the provenance
of unlabelled objects. This is because the General was less concerned
with geographical than with typological classifications, and also
because there i s considerable evidence that the cases were rearranged after his death. The provenance of all the unlabelled objects
must therefore b e treated with suspicion. O n the other hand,
Armorican axes are well represented along the southern coast of
England,'' so in this case the supposed provanance may be correct.
CONCLUSION

These two axes may be taken to repreent a small LBA3 hoard, or late
survivals in a LBA4 hoard. This would give them a date in the eighth
or seventh century B.C.13 Such small hoards are rare in this phase of
the Bronze Age, and it is likely that these are only a small part of a
much larger collection of objects, such as are typical at this time.'
Whether they represent part of a wreck site, o r the location of a
Bronze Age settlement in the region at this time,'5 is hard to judge on
the present evidence.
M. BOWDEN a n d R . TAY L O R

" Op. cit., in note 7, 224.
1" Op. cit., in note 8, 37-8.
" Ibid., fig. 14.
'2 Archaeologia Adantica, iii (1980), 133-7.
13O'Connor, op. cit., in note 2, 158.
" Needham, op. cit., in note 4, 64; he lists four finds from Kent, two o f them
containing large quantities of Carp's Tongue metalwork.
Champion, op. cit., in note 8, 38.
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RESTORATION O F THE O L D LY C H G AT E OF ST. MARY'S CHURCH,
BEXLEY

In 1981 the attention of the Local Authority was drawn to the fact
that the latest revision of the Department of the Environment's List
of Buildings of Special Architectural or Historic Interest (December
1980) included the late-Victorian lychgate standing south-west of St.
Mary's Church, b u t omitted the much older lychgate formerly
occupying this position. The latter was removed about 1891 t o an
obscure corner south-east of the church where its condition seriously
deteriorated with the passing of time. As a result of these observations, an inspection was made by representatives of the Borough
Council, the Church and the K.A.S. Following this, a technical
report was obtained from Mr. Roger Champion, the master carpenter of the Weald and Downland Museum at Singleton, and it was
concluded that the old lychgate was worthy of preservation and that it
should be dismantled, repaired and re-erected on another site in the
vicinity of the church. This has now been carried out (June 1983), the
cost being met by a grant from the Local Authority with an additional
contribution by the Parish.
The tiled pyramid roof is supported on six oak posts defining an
area 9 ft. 6 in. square. A l l the posts had rotted at the base due to
having been set in the ground for the last ninety years, and new
timber has been spliced on in the present restoration. Dismantling
took place in December 1982 and in the following months the timbers
were repaired by Mr. A.G. Simmons of Rudgwick, near Horsham. A
site at the west end of the churchyard was chosen for the re-erection,
and the side posts have now been tenoned into timber cills resting on
several courses of brickwork.
In an earlier repair, in 1965, (Arch. Cant., lxxx (1965), 1) all the
original rafters had been removed and replaced by new material and
this has been re-used in the latest reconstruction with the addition of
a new oak king-post in place of that discarded eighteen years ago. A
pair of original gates, hung on the central side posts, disappeared
long since and they have not been replaced, although the iron
hinge-pins for them remain.
No record exists to indicate when the lychgate was constructed, but
probably i t was during the incumbency o f the Rev. Benjamin
Huntingdon who was vicar from 1666 to 1707. He is known to have
made improvements to the church and vicarage, and i t has been
stated that in 1702 'the parishioners did much to the church' (Arch.
Cant., xviii (1889), 381). This date would accord very well with the
character of the structure which was certainly in existence by 1759 as
353
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PLATE I

PLATE I I

The Bexley Lychgatc. Photographed shortly before its roof was renewed in 1965. It
was dismantled, repaired and re-erected on a new site in 1983-4.
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it appears in a sketch of the church made by Francis Grose in that
year. Its form, with curved braces in the angles between the posts and
the horizontal upper plates, is in the surviving tradition of medieval
timber building, while the posts have broad chamfers terminating in
cyma stops typical of late-seventeenth- and early-eighteenth-century
carpentry.
P.J. TESTER

A N E W H A N D MIRROR FROM K E N T

Following conservation work on items from the old archaeological
collections in the Canterbury Museum, fragments of a mirror disc
(Fig. 1) were recognised and brought to the attention of the writer by
the curator, Mr. Kenneth Reedie. Writing with further details in July
1983 he notes:
`. . . the records are difficult. We sent some bronze fragments for
conservation: they were boxed as being from a Saxon bronze bowl
accession number 1113. Some o f the fragments turned out to fit
together to make what remains of this mirror.
However none of the fragments was individually numbered, and so
it is not possible to say that they have always been associated with the
bowl. Indeed the first reference t o t h e bowl, i n John Brent's
published catalogue: The Egyptian, Grecian, Roman and AngloSaxon Antiquities in the Museum at Canterbury, 1875, page 46, item
376, refers t o only the bowl — "Bronze Anglo-Saxon stoup o r
bucket". This section of the Catalogue deals with local archaeological
material only.
The new accession register in 1907 gave the bowl a new number
1113 and lists it as "Anglo-Saxon Bucket or Vat with handle". Later
has been written alongside "Fragments inside".
In summary, to my mind there is no safe link of the mirror and
bowl. The most we can say is that the mirrow is part o f the old
collections of the Museum and that the likelihood is it is an East Kent
find.'
Although the disc is incomplete, enough survives to identify it as a
mirror of Type Ha with an original diameter of about 12 cm.' The

' G. Lloyd-Morgan, Description of the Collections in the Rijksmuseum G.M. Kam at
Nijmegen, I X The Mirrors (1981), Group H , 44-8. •
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Fig. 1. Fragments of a Mirror Disc from Canterbury (Scale: 1:2).

back still retains its simple decoration o f sets of turned concentric
circles just inside the edge, and more elaborately about the centre.
Some examples have one or more circles turned at the edge of the
reflecting side as a border, in this case there are two.
A separately cast handle, either with a baluster, or a loop-shaped
grip would have been soldered on, but like many other ancient
mirrors time has not dealt kindly with the piece.
It seems highly probable that hand mirrors of this, and several
related types, were made in the bronze workshops of northern Italy
during the first century A.D., and examples can still be seen either on
display, or in the reserve collections, of the museums of that region.'
For example: Museo Civico Inguano, Albenga, one complete example from
excavations at St. Calogero, Albenga, and fragments from tomb 5, 1947 excavations,
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Other pieces were traded into the northern provinces and are well
represented in Britain. There are three examples from Kent known
to the writer. The most complete example, now i n the British
Museum, comes from Deal and consists of a damaged disc now in two
pieces, with the upper section of the handle.' There is a tiny edge
fragment from Richborough4 and a larger fragment from St. Augustine's Abbey, Canterbury, excavations o f 1976.5 Also south of the
Thames, another fragment was found at Deveril St., Old Kent Road,
Southwark on 21st July, 1837, later to be acquired for the British
Museum."
Although i t is worth bearing in mind that Roman mirrors have
been found amongst Anglo-Saxon burials in Kent,' there is, as Mr.
Reedie has shown above, n o safe link between the new mirror
fragments and the Saxon bowl i n which they were recently rediscovered. Although it is to be regretted that the mirror cannot be
precisely provenanced, it does augment our picture of the trade in
these luxury objects between northern Italy and Kent during the first
century A . D .
G. LLOYD-MORGAN w i t h K . R E E D I E

in the necropolis 'nell alveo del Fiume Centa, Albenga': Museo Archaeologic°,
Aquileia, acc. no. 15901, 15910, 15914, only the last has its handle; Museo Civic°,
Bologna no. 323; Museo Nazionale Atestino, Este, o n display i n Room X . a
reconstruction of the cremation group 108 from the local cemetery; Castello Sforzesco,
Milan, reserve collections, a fragment only stapled down on to a display board; Museo
di Antichita, Torino, two unnumbered pieces in the reserve, from collections made
within the old administrative province.
3Presented by the Rev. William L . Lawson, Dept. o f Prehistoric and RomanoBritish Antiquities, no. 83.10-24.1 (disc, diam. 8.4 cm.), 83.10-24.2 (handle fragment).
D.o.E., conservation lab. no. 73, 50748.
5D.o.E., conservation lab. no. 76, 5738, excavations no. STAA 76, 67, size 4.9 x
4,7 cm. with a minimum diameter of 10 cm.
Dept. o f Prehistoric and Romano-British Antiquities, no. 1854,12-27.75.
' B. Fausett, (Ed.) C. Roach Smith, Inventorium Sepukhrale (London 1856) p.
xxxiii, 31, Pl. X I I I fig. 12, Gilton Grave 94, now in Merseyside County Museums, no.
M 6074. Pace Roach Smith the two pieces do not belong together and are quite clearly
shown as separate in the original Faussett notebooks. I am most grateful to D r.
Dorothy Downes and Mrs. Margaret Warhurst who made the mirrors available for
study and kindly showed me the relevant Mss. pages.
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CHARITY BOARDS FORMERLY I N B E X L E Y CHURCH

The boards removed from the church in 1965, and believed to have
been destroyed, have now been found in the churchyard tool store.
Their contents were recorded in Arch. Cant., xcvi (1980), 391-4, and
photographs of them are displayed in the church. They are now in the
keeping of the Bexley Borough Libraries and Museums Department
at Hall Place.
P.J. TESTER

FOUNTAIN HOUSE, C O B H A M H A L L

At the request of the Cobham Hall Heritage Trust the site of the
Fountain House at the north end o f the Park, described by John
Caiger,' was cleared o f undergrowth and debris by the Maidstone
Area Archaeological Group and a plan made of the existing remains
(Fig. 1). The original building, though smaller than as shown in the
estate map of 17492 was similar to John Caiger's sketch and presumably operated in the way he described. When this was replaced by the
existing Engine House at the side of the pond, the upper part of the
building was removed and the lower portion filled with earth and
clay. This portion was then used as the base for a summer-house,
sleeper-walls being inserted t o support the floor — the contrast
between the seventeenth-century bricks of the original structure and
the later inserted walls being noteworthy. This floor was made from
the stone slabs which had originally decorated the Fountain House at
roof level.3
It is perhaps worthwhile to record a reference to the Engine House
not mentioned i n M r. Caiger's paper.' I t is from the Steward's
Account Book for 17925 and is as follows:

' Arch. Cant.. lxxxiv (1969), 163 ff.
Map in Archives Office, Maidstone.
3John Caiger's sketch shows this parapet. A close parallel is the water tower, dated
1719-20, a t Carshalton House, Surrey, illustrated in Mark Girouard, Life in the
English Country House (1978), 255.
We are indebted to Mrs. Kedrun Lawrie of the Cobham Hall Heritage Trust for
this reference.
In the Archives Office, Maidstone.
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Fig. 1. C o b h a m Hall, Fountain House.

'May 24th. By Samuel Lapidge for surveying and planning the new
Hot-house and Engine-house and f o r attending on his Lordship
several times at Cobham Hall in 1789 respecting intended plantations, Pleasure Grounds etc. in all 29 days at £3.3.0 per day, £91.7.0.
For copying a summary of the Gardens etc. 15/- and for making plans
of the H o t -house and attending i n London several time t o give
directions about the Water Engine etc. £6.6.0. £98.8.0'
Lapidge was a former assistant of 'Capability' Brown's at Hampton
Court.
A.C. HARRISON
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MESOLITHIC HORIZONS I N CLIFFE MARSHES

In 1984, the Southern Water Authority kindly made available the
summarised records of 63 recent boreholes in a zone very close to sea
defences on the western side of the marshes. The zone extends from
the sea-wall north-east of Lower Hope Point to Cliffe Creek, and
continues near the Counter Wall from the Creek to the uplands.
Borehole details give evidence of the gravels spread on the valley
of the Lower Thames at the end of the last Ice Age.' The surface of
gravels was highest i n the north. I n the south, levels descended
rapidly to deposits of cobbles, gravel and sand which are assumed to
represent the 'second' buried channel of the river, near the cliffs. The
lowest surfaces were at Ordnance Datum —17 m., four metres lower
than the second buried channel phase at Tilbury.
In the post-glacial period five regression phases and five main
marine transgressions have been recognised in the Lower Thames
estuary. The research was based on a type site at Tilbury.' That site
has more definitive stratification than Cliffe, which has many deposits
contorted or re-distributed by the action of the river. However, there
are some similarities with the lowland upriver.
The lowest peat has been found on gravel and sand in six o f the
deeper boreholes, including deep sections of the buried channel. Peat
roots and pockets were mixed with clay and silt.
The transgression Thames I, a rapid rise in sea level from c. 6220 to
4990 B.C., was represented in the local sections by sand in the north,
clay and silt near the creek, and in the south, by sand, clayey silt and
sandy, silty clay.
The second regression, Tilbury II, cannot be identified easily, but
stratification o f the top levels o f abundant peat pockets, i n four
boreholes near the uplands, averages O.D. —10.75 m. and appears to
relate to Tilbury II.
The next transgression (Thames II, c. 4595-3430 B.C.) is obscure
in the available records, but it is relevant to local experience that high
levels of clay with sand laminations near the creek decline towards
the uplands.
A more obvious buried slope was described by men excavating clay
in the north lakes. The most observant of them encountered a sandy
' J.H. Evans, 'Archaeological Horizons in the north Kent Marshes, Arch. Cant.,lxvi
(1953), 103-46.
R.J.H. Devoy, P o s t -glacial environmental Change and Man i n the Thames
Estuary', in (Ed.), F.H. Thompson, Archaeology and coastal Change, London 1980,
134-48.
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surface at O.D. —1 m., 600 m. from the cliffs. (Doubtless it was at the
top of several post-glacial layers). Working southwards, they noticed
a steady fall in the level of sands which, at 200 m. from the modern
upland fringe, were littered with branches and dipped quite steeply to
an old river-bed containing gravel, flints and chalk cobbles. Excavation did not go much deeper than O.D. — 8 m. and the lowest depths
of the channel were not investigated. The known depth of cobbles
averages O.D. — 8 m., compared with — 6.8 m. to — 10.07 m. in the
lowest sediments of Thames II. The channel is tentatively thought to
belong to that period. Near the cliffs Mr. E. Slater reported many
animal bones centred on N.G.R. TO 728767. Six small antlers were
among the bones, and at least one immature specimen came from red
deer. These finds and the indications of a channel were sealed by the
deposition of 9-10 m. of blue clay, shading into brown clay close to
ground level. I t is suggested that the bones were remains from a
Mesolithic hunters' camp. Flints were numerous near the bones, but
artefacts were not sought by men excavating the site.
R. HUTCFIINGS

EXCAVATIONS A T NORTHDOWN, M A R G AT E , 1984

The Northdown area contains an archaeological landscape of some
importane as identified o n aerial photographs i n the Cambridge
University Collection. Much of this landscape, now largely enveloped
by recent housing developments has fortunately been investigated
and recorded by the Kent Archaeological Rescue Unit. The most
notable features include a possible Romano-British farmstead with
accompanying extensive field system, various unusual enclosures and
a number of ring ditches. Some of these latter may have been simply
ploughed-out burial mounds but a few could be classified as hengiform monuments as they show evidence of causeways and internal
features. One of these hengiform monuments (N.G.R. TR 38507045)
was excavated in August and September 1984 by a team from the
Central Excavation Unit of the Historic Buildings and Monuments
Commission as a condition of Scheduled Monument Consent prior to
house construction over the site.
The excavation showed that this monument, at least, was more
closely related to a burial site than a henge. The neatly-cut circular
ditch had no trace of a causeway. However, although much ploughed
down, the evidence of the erosion and silting of the ditch suggests
that there had originally been an external bank. The ditch seems to
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have been deliberately laid out around a large solution hole in the
chalk bedrock which at the time of construction may have appeared
as a hollow in the ground surface. There was no central or other
burial which might be regarded as primary although a few pieces of
Beaker (one All-Over-Corded) in secondary positions in the ditch fill
may date the monument's construction.
Within the ditched enclosure there were five small pits which may
have been cremations, one containing a bronze fragment perhaps
from a disc-headed pin. The depth o f these pits below the chalk
surface was less than 10 cm. and shows the extent of plough erosion
and the likely loss of other features.
The monument continued in use for a considerable period shown
by the deposition in one area of the lower ditch silts of disarticulated
and partially articulated human and animal bones. A grave was also
cut into the inner edge o f the ditch but, surprisingly, nothing
remained of any skeleton. A feature noted on aerial photographs of
this and of other ring ditch monuments in the area was of a large
pit-like protrusion on the outer edge of the ditch. In this case the
feature turned out to be a large chalk quarry-pit cut into the ditch
side. This quarry pit and the ditch-edge grave were both sealed by the
deposition i n the partially silted-in ditch o f a layer o f domestic
rubbish. This included flint scrapers, knives and hammerstones,
quern fragments, spindle whorls, a bronze conical boss, a bronze
razor, bronze tweezers and pottery characterised by 'pie-cruse rims,
cable-work cordons, and finger-work decoration. This pottery is
attributable to the period between 1000-700 B.C. and indicates the
presence o f a settlement close by.
Three small ditches outside the ring ditch suggested that it had later
been incorporated in the corner of a Romano-British field and in this
period two east—west orientated extended inhumations were inserted
in the top of the silted-in ditch.
In summary, the identification of this monument as a variety of disc
barrow seems unusual for an area east of Wessex but relatively little
work has been done on burial monuments in Kent. Rather similar
sites have recently been excavated a t the L o r d o f the Manor,
Ramsgate' and at Wouldham.2
G.H. SMITH
' N. Macpherson-Grant, 'The Excavation of a Neolithic/Bronze Age Site at the Lord
of the Manor, Elaine Road, Ramsgate, Isle of Thanet Archaeological Unit, Publication no. 1; N. Macpherson-Grant and D.R.J. Perkins, 'Interim Excavations Reports
1977-1980, Isle o f Thanct Archaeological Unit.
R.J. Cruse and A . C . Harrison, 'Excavation at Hill Road, Wouldham', Arch.
Cant., xcix (1983), 81-108.
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL NOTES FROM MAIDSTONE MUSEUM

PREHISTORIC
COBHAM

The terminal of a gold tore of the Middle Bronze Age (Fig. 1) was
found in November 1983, by Capt. L.E. Mulcrow on Cobhambury
Farm (N.G.R. T O 673675). I t was brought t o the museum and
subsequently taken to the British Museum as possible treasure trove,
but the local coroner decided that the find did not warrant an inquest.
Dr. S.P. Needham, of the Department of Prehistoric and RomanoBritish Antiquities, The British Museum, has contributed the following note:
'Description: extended length c. 98 mm.; length o f terminal c. 32
mm.; width of terminal 8.3 x 8.4 mm.; diameter of break 4.0 mm.;
weight 20.61 g. The terminal is not clearly differentiated from the
hoop. I t expands in trumpet-like form, with an octagonal section
formed by narrow longitudinal facets. These facts show that the hoop
was twisted in a familiar manner, but they produce much narrower
and shallower furrows between the ridges of flanges than is usual.
The end of the terminal is sub-square and flat except for a shallow
central depression which is probably unintentional.
Surface analysis by X-ray fluorescence on a gently abraded area,
conducted by D.R. Hook (British Museum Research Laboratory)

Fig. 1. Cobham: Gold Tore Terminal (Scale: -1-) (Drawn by P. Compton).
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gave the following composition: gold 74.6, silver 22.5, copper 2.9 per
cent. This technique of analysis gives approximate percentages only.
Dating: Although the form o f this terminal cannot be precisely
matched it is sufficiently similar to Middle Bronze Age bar torcs to be
accepted as a variant. Such torcs may occasionally have octagonally
faceted terminals, as on the Co. Mayo torc (J.J. Taylor, Bronze Age
Goldwork o f the British Isles (Cambridge, 1980), Pl. 40). There is
nothing comparable from other periods. The metal analysis shows a
composition which compares favourably with Bronze Age gold. I n
particular, a bar torc from Malpas, Cheshire, has a similar composition, as do several Late Bronze Age ornaments.
The Cobham terminal is therefore most likely t o belong to a
Middle Bronze Age torc, c. 1300-1000 B.C.'

EAST PECKHAM

A tanged and barbed flint arrowhead was found in May 1982, by our
member Mrs. M . Lawrence, i n Gills Meadow, B u r r Oak Farm
(N.G.R. TO 668504). It is 14 in. long and one barb is missing. Late .
Neolithic or Early Bronze Age. The type is Green's Sutton V . '

LEN HAM H E AT H

A polished stone Neolithic axe (Fig. 2, 1) was found in the garden of
5 Forstal Cottages (N.G.R. TO 913503) in the summer of 1981 by
Benjamin Watson, who kindly presented it to the museum (accession
no. 5. 1982). It is 6 in. long and the maximum width is 2.6 in. The axe
was sectioned by Dr. A . R . Woolley of the British Museum (Nat.
Hist.) and found to belong to group I: epidiorite (greenstone) from
the Mount's Bay area, near Penzance in Cornwall. Group I axes, of
which eight have been recorded from Kent, are the most numerous of
the small number of grouped axes found in the county. The county
number is Kent 62.

OFFHAM

A scatter o f flints found by M r. J. Hayes at around N.G.R. T O
660565 in February 1983, was brought to the museum by our member

' 11.S. Green, The Flint Arrowheads o f the British Isles, B A R 75, (1980), 117 ff.
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Mr. F. Johns. I t included three incomplete Neolithic axes, two of
them polished, an unfinished leaf-shaped arrowhead and four scrapers.

WALDERSLADE

A Neolithic unpolished flint axe was found by Mrs. L . A Thistleton in
her garden in June 1982 (N.G.R. TQ 753622). It is of a grey/brown
flint with slight traces o f cortex; length 61 in., max. width 21 in.

WOODCHURCH

Two Mesolithic tranchet axes were brought t o the notice o f the
museum by our member M r. T. Chapman.
1. B r o w n flint with traces of cortex, length 51 in., average width
11 in. Found in December 1979, by D. Blake. N.G.R. TO 947343.
2. M o t t l e d brown flint with traces of cortex, length 6 in., average
width 11 in. Found by R. Button in 1966. N.G.R. T Q 946347.
In February 1982, J. Bourne sent to the museum a parcel of flints
found in the same field as axe no. 1 and about 200-300 yds. away
(N.G.R. T O 947344). These included a microlith (an obliquely
blunted point), fifteen blade flakes and a rejuvenation flake.

CELTIC COINS

Impressions and, in most cases, photographs are held at the museum
and have also been deposited at the Oxford University Institute of
Archaeology. The classification used for the potin coins is that of
D.F. Allen, in (Eds.) M. Jesson and D. Hills, The Iron Age and its
Hill-Forts (Southampton, 1971), 127-54.
AYLESFORD

c. N.G.R. TO 722592. A E . coin of Tasciovanus; bearded head (or
two heads superimposed), right; horse, left and legend ?A?; diam.
14/15 mm. For obverse cf. Evans V I I , 6.2 Found by A . Buxton in
June 1984.

'J. Evans, The Coins o f the Ancient Britons (London, 1864).
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5
6

7
D.B.K.

Fig. 2. 1 . Lenham Heath: Neolithic Stone Axe; 2. Cliffe: Roman Terret; 3. Cliffe:
Medieval Tap Handle; 4. Cobham: Roman Brooch; 5. Cobham: Medieval Seal-die;
6. Hollingbourne: Medieval Seal-die; 7. East Peckham: Lead Token. (Scale: I, except
no. 1, A ) .
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BORSTAL

N.G.R. TQ 718666. Two coins found within a yard of each other by
E. Wilson in 1983 on the marshes.
(a) P o t i n A ; head left/bull left; diam. 18 mm.; wt. 2.86 g.
(b) A E , horse rearing left/lion running right with mouth open;
diam. 14 mm.; wt. 2.06 g. Miss L. Sellwood, of the Oxford University
Institute of Archaeology comments: 'This coin is probably one of the
Cantiaci, amongst whom coins with animals on both obverse and
reverse occur quite frequently . . . Lions have n o t been noted
previously on coins of this tribe and i t is not impossible that the
creature is a gryphon, although the wings are not visible from the
photograph. The coin could be a Cunobelin bronze, since occasional
coins of this ruler, e.g. Mack 225, bear animals on both sides. I t
should also be noted that one of Cunobelin's coins, Mack 253, has a
lion reverse. The coin in question appears to be stylistically closer to
Mack 286, a coin of Dubnovellaunus in Kent, although this is a silver
piece.'
BOUGHTON MONCHELSEA

N.G.R. TQ 777511. A gold quarter-stater of British type PA, found
in a field behind the Cock Inn in January 1983. Diam. 12 mm.
BOXLEY

(a) N . G . R . TQ 755604. Potin coin, head left/butting bull right, the
naturalistic bull well designed with a long wavy tail curling over its
back; diam. 18 mm. Dr. D. Nash, Ashmolean Museum, regards it as
a 'very early British version of a cast coin on a Gallic model.' Found
by A. Buxton in September 1981, in woodland north of the White
Horse stone.
(b) N . G . R . T Q 786593. A small hoard o f 20 potin coins, eight
complete and 12 ranging from almost complete to fragmentary, no
fragments matching, was found by R. Cox in Boxley Warren in April
1983, at the same spot as a Cl potin coin already recorded.' The coins
are nearly all of Allen types G, J and L, all falling within the old class
I and according with Allen's remark (op. cit., 136) that hoards of
potin coins so far known consist of coins of class I ending with some
type L. In the list below all the coins have been assigned to a type, but
for the smaller fragments this is necessarily a subjective identification.
3Arch. Cant., xcvii (1981), 300 under Boxley 3.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

(Half. Head left; bull left (rev. poor).
?F 17 mm.
Head left; bull left; papyrus marks both sides.
GB 17 mm.
Head left; reverse doubtful; papyrus marks.
GB 17 mm.
(Two-thirds). H e a d l e f t ; b u l l l e f t ; papyrus
GB 17 mm.
marks.
(One-third). Head left; bull left; faint papyrus.
GB —
Head right; bull right.
J 16 mm.
Head right; bull right.
J 16 mm.
Head right; bull (?) left; (badly cast).
J 16 mm.
(Half). Head left; bull right.
J 16 mm.
(Fragment). Head right; bull right.
J or H —
Head right; bull left.
L 17 mm.
(Two-thirds). Head left; bull left.
L 16 mm.
(Half). Head right; bull right.
L 16 mm.
(Half). Head right; bull right.
L 16 mm.
Head right; bull right.
L 18 mm.
?GB 18 mm.
(Half). Head left; bull left.
(One-third). Head left; bull (?) right.
?L —
(Fragment). Head left; bull right.
J or L —
Head left; bull left; papyrus marks.
GB 19 mm.
(One-third). Head right; bull (?).

(c) N . G . R . TQ 779594. Potin A; head left; bull left; diam. 18 mm.
Found by J. Cox, August 1983.
(d) N . G . R . TO 779594. Potin L; head left; bull right; diam. 19 mm.
Found by J. Cox, September 1983.
(e) N . G . R . TO 758587. Potin H; head left; bull left; diam. 18 mm.
Found by D.R. Butcher, January 1984.
(f) N . G . R . TO 769582. Potin GB2; head left; bull left; diam. 18
mm.; faint traces of papyrus towards edge of reverse. Found by D.R.
Butcher, March 1984.
(g) N . G . R . TO 758587. A E coin, very worn; the obverse has a head
(left) occupying the right half; diam. 17 mm. Found by D.R. Butcher
near (e) in January 1984.
(h) W i t h i n the area N.G.R. TO 769/771-583/4. A E core of a plated
stater, perhaps copying Gallo-Belgic C type, with convex obverse and
concave reverse; oval in shape, diam. 16/14 mm. Found by D.R.
Butcher, March 1984.
(i) F o u n d in the same area as (h). A E coin with head left; bull
standing left; diam. 15 mm.
(j) N . G . R . TQ 762601. Silver coin (Plate I, a and b): confronting
birds/stag with a boar above; diam. 17 mm. Found by J. Cox near the
Pilgrims' Way, 1983. Miss L. Sellwood identified the coin as certainly
Gaulish and probably Belgic, but did not know of a parallel. She
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commented that there is a group o f rare Belgic silver coins with
obverse of confronting birds, but a horse on the reverse, known only
from the Amiens area and the Le Catillon hoard, and suggested that
the Boxley coin originated from the Amiens district, that o f the
Ambiani.
(k) N . G . R . TQ 781593. A E coin of Eppillus. Obverse: bull (right),
with head turned t o right, with traces o f lower half o f legend,
presumably EPILL, above; reverse: eagle (left) with wings outspread
and head to right, ring-and-dot on right; diam. 15 mm. Evans IV, 5.
Found by J. Cox in May 1984.

COBHAM

c. N.G.R. TO 682694. Small, worn A E coin, the obverse bearing a
head (right); diam. 10 mm. Found by S. Parks in Cobham Park, April
1984.

HARRIETSHAM

N.G.R. TO 874532. A E coin; boar/horse; diam. 14 mm. Found at
Court Lodge Farm by K.R. Jones in August 1983.

IWADE

N.G.R. TO 882697. A gold quarter-stater of British type PA, found
by H.B. Grant on foreshore of Chetney Hill. Seen and identified by
K. Crowe of Southend Museum.

SITTINGBOURNE

N.G.R. TO 894631. In December 1982, the Society purchased a gold
stater of Cunobelin (K.A.S. 1199-1982) found in 1950.4 The obverse
bears an ear of barley and the legend C A M V, for Camulodunum
(Colchester), the capital of Cunobelin, the reverse a prancing horse
with a bough above, ring-and-dot below and the legend CV(N), for
Cunobelin. Diam. 17 mm.; wt. 5.24 g. The coin belongs to the later
type of Allen's third (`Wild') series' and thus may have been issued in
4Arch. Cant., lxiv (1951), 153.
D.F. Allen, 'Cunobelin's Gold', Britannia, vi (1975), 1-19.
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the middle of his reign (c. A . D . 10-40). A photograph appeared in
the Society's Newsletter no. 3 (Spring, 1983).

SNODLAND

N.G.R. TQ 701619. A small silver coin, found in 1980 in his garden
by F.J. Wyatt, was purchased by the Society in August 1982 (K.A.S.
1195-1982). The obverse has a head (left), the reverse a curious little
horse (left) in a field o f ring-and-dot ornament. There is no exact
parallel, but the coin appears to fall within Allen's LX group, dated
by him to about 40-20 B.C. (Cf. A E coin LX 21)." Diam. 15 mm.; wt.
1.07 g. A photograph appeared in the Society's Newsletter no. 3
(Spring, 1983).

ROMANO-BRITISH .
CLIFFE

Part of a bronze terret (Fig. 2, 2) was found by D. Rixon in 1984;
N.G.R. TQ 7476. The oval ring is of circular section and would, when
complete, have had three dome-shaped knobs projecting from it, at
the top and sides. The flat attachment plate or strap bar at the bottom
is flanked by circular mouldings. Terrets are rings fastened to the
yoke by means of a strap, through which the reins passed.' From the
evidence of hoards (e.g. Stanwick)8 they were used in sets of five in a
double harness, four fastened to the yoke, a pair on each side of the
pole.8 Terrets with this type of rounded-boss decoration have their
origin in the later Iron Age and are descended from those classified
by E.T. Leeds as his type 5.10 A close parallel to the Cliffe terret
comes from the Walbrook in London, where it should be dated to the
second half of the first century or the first half of the second century
A.D."

D.F. Allen in Problems of the Iron Age in Southern Britain (London, 1961), 109
and Pl. X I .
Sir Cyril Fox, A Find of the Early Iron Age from Llyn Cerrig Bach, Anglesey
(Cardiff, 1946), 35.
"PPS xxviii (1962), 17-57.
9 E.T. Leeds, Celtic Ornament (Oxford, 1933), 118-25.
Ibid.
"Small Finds from Walbrook 1954-1955 (Guildhall Museum, n.d.), Pl. V I I , 2.
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COBHAM

A bronze brooch (Fig. 2., 4) was found by S. Parks in Cobham Park
(N.G.R. T Q 6869). I t is a Nauheim derivative type, made from a
single piece of bronze wire, with internal chord; the bow is round in
section. Part o f the catch-plate missing, but otherwise complete,
though bent; length FL' in. First century A . D .
ROMAN COINS
AYLESFORD

A denarius of Trajan (R. I. C., 187) was found near Kit's Coty in the
autumn of 1981 (N.G.R. T Q 744607).

BARMING

Three Roman coins were found in a field to the south of the church in
January 1983, by W.F. Lambert (N.G.R. T Q 721541) and kindly
given by him to the museum (accession no. 1. 1983 a-c). They are a
dupondius of Domitian (R.I.C., 393), an antoninianus of Tetricus I
(Elmer, 779) and a Constans coin of the Trier mint (R.I.C., 192). The
find-spot is approximately that o f the villa found i n 1797.12 M r.
Lambert later found a denarius o f Hadrian (R.I.C., 42) and a
sestertius of Commodus (R.I.C., 662).

BOXLEY

1. A hoard of 74 fourth-century coins was found in Boxley Warren
by M r. R . Cox i n March 1983 (N.G.R. T Q 781595). W i t h the
exception of a single coin of Constantine I the coins were minted
between A.D. 335 and 351, the date of deposition being early in 351.
The bulk of the hoard, 62 coins, is from the Trier mint, with 8 from
Amiens, 3 from Arles and 1 from Rome. The emperors represented
are Constantine 1, Constantius I I , Constans and Magnentius and
there is a single coin of Decentius. The hoard has been listed by Mr.
A. Burnett of the British Museum and will be published in a future
volume of the B.M. Occasional Papers devoted to Coin Hoards of
Roman Britain.
'2 VCH (Kent), iii (1932), 104.
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2. A sestertius of Lucilla (R.I. C., 1748) was found by R. Cox in
the autumn o f 1981 (N.G.R. T Q 7659).
3. A worn antoninianus of Tetricus I (Spes publica) was found by
J. Cox in May 1984 (N.G.R. T Q 781593).

CHALK

An imitation as of Claudius of the Minerva type was found in April
1984, by K . Saggers in a field at East Court Farm (N.G.R. T O
687728). The obverse legend is slightly different from the official
issue and appears to read: TI. CLAVDIVS CAESAR AV G . IMP.
TR.P.M.;13 diam. 25 mm. These imitations are discussed by G.C.
Boon in his paper 'Counterfeit Coins in Roman Britain'." Photographs and impressions in the museum.

MAIDSTONE

1. C o i n s from a third-century hoard of antoniniani were found in
1979 and 1980 in Vinter's Park (N.G.R. TO 7756). The first batch, of
39 coins, has been published by A.M. Burnett of the British Museum
in a volume of the B.M. Occasional Papers' and the second batch of
19 coins will be published in a future volume. The hoard includes
both official and Gallic Empire issues, the emperors represented
being Gallienus, Salonina, Claudius II, Postumus, Marius, Victorinus
and the Tetrici.
2. A E coin of Constantius II as Caesar found in her garden by
Mrs. Sage, 24 Buckland Hill, in April 1984. Trier mint (R.I.C., 540).
N.G.R. T O 754561.

ANGLO-SAXON
CHALK

A penny of Coenwulf was found by K. Saggers in a field at East Court
Farm (N.G.R. TO 687728) in April 1984: obv.: COENVVLF REX
See note to Claudius Rome mint 100 in R./.C., I (rev. edn. by C.H.V. Sutherland,
London, 1984).
" Coins and the Archaeoligist, B A R 4 (1974), 102-6 and Pl. I I I .
' British Museum Occasional Paper no. 31: Coin Hoards from Roman Britain, Vol.
11 (1981), 7-8.
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M.; rev.: + E A L H S TA N M O N E TA . The reverse bears a cross
potent, its arms taking the form of a concave-sided lozenge with a
similar lozenge within; there is a lozenge pellet in each angle. The
reverse type does not appear in the British Museum Catalogue.'

M E D I E VA L
BOXLEY

A thirteenth-century lead seal-die was found by R. Cox in Boxley
Warren (N.G.R. TQ 7859) in the autumn of 1981. It is circular, diam.
13- in., worn and has been perforated, perhaps for use as a weight.
Only part of the legend is readable: + SIGIL-E ELSIA . . . SANE,
enclosing an eight-petal design; the reverse is plain. Impression in the
museum.

BURMARSH

A small lead pilgrim flask or ampulla, length 2 in., was found by D.R.
Butcher at Orgarswick Farm (N.G.R. TR 090309) in the autumn of
1982. The body bears a scallop-shell decoration on the front and on
its reverse a hatched roundel. A t the junction of body and neck are
two sharp-angled handles. I n his paper on scallop-shell ampullae''
B.W. Spencer suggests that they originate from the shrine o f Our
Lady a t Walsingham i n Norfolk. T h e Burmarsh ampulla i s o f
Spencer's t y p e I I , w i t h smooth edge a n d f i n e -grooved ribs.
Fourteenth- or fifteenth-century.

CHALK

A bronze armorial plaque, gilt and enamelled (Fig. 3, 1) was found
by K. Saggers in a field at East Court Farm (N.G.R. T Q 687728)
early in 1984. It bears the arms of England (gules, three leopards in
pale or). Much of the red enamel and gilding remains; the edges are
gilt and so presumably was the border. The plaque, in the form of a
heater shield, has a substantial stud projecting from the back, i n .
" The coin was listed in Sotheby's sale catalogue for 19th July, 1984, lot 115, where it
is described as apparently only the second example and attributed to the Rochester
mint, Group I I (c. 820).
17Lincs. H . and A., vi (1971), 59-66.
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3

4

D.B.K.

2

Fig. 3 1 . Chalk: Medieval Plaque; 2. East Farleigh: Medieval Harness Pendant;
3. Larkfield: Medieval Plaque; 4. Teynham: Medieval Harness Pendant. (Scale: I).

long, and has a pronounced longitudinal and slight lateral curve,
which suggest that it may have been attached to a wooden bowl or
mazer. 1 X 1 in. The finder kindly gave the plaque to the museum
(accession no. 13. 1984). Thirteenth- or fourteenth-century.

CLIFFE

A bronze cock or tap-handle in the form of a cock (Fig. 2, 3) was
found by D. Rixon in 1984 (N.G.R. TO 7476). It is 14 in. long. The
cock handle is flat, the perforated shank o r key below round i n
section and slightly tapering, with a projecting ridge on each side to
hold it in position in the spout. The cock is stamped on one side with
a rampant lion in relief. I n the museum collections is a complete
bronze tap from Seal, with a cock handle and animal-headed spout.
A cock handle was also found at Frindsbury in 1984 (see below).
Some bronze or latten aquamaniles, often in the form of lions or
horsemen, had taps projecting from the animal's chest and these cock
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taps may well have been used on these vessels'8 or on cisterns. In a
note on equestrian aquamaniles'9 Dr. P. Nelson groups them according to the position of the egress for the water, his third group, with a
tap in the horses' chests, dating from about 1350 to 1450.

COBHAM

1. A round lead seal-die (Fig. 2, 5) was found by S. Parks near
Battle Street (N.G.R. TO 6769). *S' IOhNIS BOL-LE (Seal of John
(?) Bull o r Bullen) between two incised circles surrounding an
eight-pointed star or flower. The reverse is plain, but has a projecting, triangular tag at the top. Diam. 1 in. Thirteenth-century.
2. A bronze harness pendant, enamelled and gilt, o f Ward
Perkins type I was found near Battle Street (c. N.G.R. TO 673690)
by S. Parks. I t bears the arms of England (gules, three leopards in
pale or).

EAST FARLEIGH

A bronze harness pendant of Ward Perkins type I (Fig. 3, 2) was
found by W.F. Lambert in 1981 (N.G.R. TO 728536). It is 14 by 1.4 in.
The pendant was originally gilt and enamelled and there are traces of
red and blue enamel remaining. The shield of arms may be described:
Bendy of six or and azure, a bordure gules. In Papworth2" the arms
are attributed to Marbrake, Mountford (Warks.) and Newburgh. The
finder kindly presented the pendant to the museum (accession no.
27.1981).
EAST PECKHAM

A lead token of the late fifteenth or early sixteenth century (Fig. 2, 7)
was found in September 1982, by T.J. Cook (N.G.R. TO 662481). It
is 1k in. in diameter and in addition to the merchant-marks on both
sides one side bears the letters 'b' and `d'. The piece was submitted to
18A brass aquamanile in the form of a lion, with a cock tap projecting from its chest
is illustrated in Margaret Vivian, Collecting Antiques (London, 1937), fig. 97, the cock
looking more naturalistic than our examples. I owe this reference t o Mr. L . R . A .
Grove.
Antiq. Jour/i., xii (1932), 446-8.
20 J.W. Papworth, Ordinary o f British Armorials (London, 1857), 341.
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G. Egan and B . W. Spencer o f the Museum o f London, w h o
identified i t as a token and dated it by the marks and letters.

FRINDSBURY

A bronze tap-handle in the form of a cock (see under Cliffe, above)
was found by S. Parks in 1984 (c. N.G.R. TQ 748705). It is slightly
smaller than the Cliffe example and bears no stamp, but is otherwise
similar.

HOLLINGBOURNE

Two lead seal-dies of the thirteenth century were found in August
1983, by D.R. Butcher. Impressions in the museum.
1. Ve s i c a shaped (Fig. 2, 6); length 11 in.; reverse plain with ring
handle at the top. Found in field behind Godfrey House (N.G.R. TO
838546). + S' 10A. F I L hENRIC (Seal o f John, son o f Henry)
between incised lines surrounding f o u r devices, including fivepointed star and crescent.
2. Circular, part only and damaged, diam. c. 1 in. Reverse has
handle between two crude fleurs-de-lys in relief. The surviving part of
the legend, between two incised circles, reads. . .-L-E,CNE.Ft . . or
FECNE.FE. Found at Eyhorne Green (N.G.R. T O 829545).

HOO

A bronze seal-die was found in 1982 by D. Kellett in a field south of
the railway cutting at N.G.R. TO 806735. The die is circular, 1 in. in
diameter and had a hexagonal handle of which only the base remains.
Occupying the centre o f the field is a legend in two lines of black
letters, which appears to read coital sui f fi, though the impressions
taken were very blurred. The surrounding legend reads * hVnD RED
WOLDhAL perhaps Hundred of Wouldham, though this spelling is
not given in Wallenberg.21 The seal was used to authenticate labourers passes under the Statute o f Cambridge, 1388. This statute
regulated labourers' wages and forbade them to seek employment
without the written permission o f the justices." Since, after two
years, it was found that the statute could not be enforced the dies can
21J.K. Wallenberg, Kentish Place-Names (Uppsala, 1931), 123-4.
22Catalogue o f British Seal-Dies in The British Museum (London, 1952), liv.
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be closely dated. The Hoo die differs from those listed in the British
Museum Catalogue" since these all have the name of the Hundred in
the centre of the field and the county in the surround. No. 191 in this
catalogue, from Wangford, Suffolk, has . . . comit. suff., and it was
thought that the central legend of the Hoo die might be a bungled
version of this. However, the Suffolk Record Office tell me that there
is no such Hundred name as Woldhai in the county.

LARKFIELD

A bronze gilt and enamelled armorial plaque of heater-shield shape
(Fig. 3, 3) was found in his garden by B. Wheat in November 1983
(N.G.R. TQ 706586). It is 1.4 by 1 in. and retains almost all the white
and red enamelling. The shield of arms may be described: o r, an
eagle displayed argent armed and membered gules. The plaque is flat
and has a stud, i n . long, projecting from the centre of the back. It
was perhaps fixed t o harness leather. Thirteenth- o r fourteenthcentury.

LEYBOURNE

An incomplete circular lead seal-die was found by V. Bonella in a
field between Leybourne Castle and the A 2 0 road (N.G.R. T Q
6858); diam. 1 in. The legend reads. . . WILL' I.RVFFVN . . . (Seal
of William Ruffun(?us ) and is between two incised circles surrounding a trefoil. The reverse has a small handle between two 'S's, one
reversed. Thirteenth-century. Impression in the museum.

OTHAM

A circular lead seal-die, complete, but worn, was found by D.R.
Butcher near Gore Court (N.G.R. TQ 790529) in March 1983. The
legend surrounds an eight-pointed star: + S' A L I C (or ALIE). .FIL
.hE. . E I . T (Seal o f Alice (Alan), daughter (son) o f Henry T.).
Diam. 1.1 in., Thirteenth-century.

" Ibid., xxv.
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SEVENOAKS

1. A papal bull of Pope Boniface V I I I (1294-1303) was found by
Mrs. P. Thacker in June 1982, by the Bradbourne Lakes (N.G.R. TQ
521561).
2. A bronze seal-die diam. i n . , with hexagonal handle was
found in a house in 1984 and is perhaps worth recording, although
unprovenanced. It bears the head of John the Baptist, in profile, on a
charger, with legend: *CAEPVT (sic) I0hI. S.E. Rigold published a
comparable die f r o m Cornwall i n his paper o n medieval sealmatrices," though t h e head o f John i s there shown f u l l -face.
Fourteenth-century. Impression in the museum.

TEYN HAM

A bronze harness pendant, gilt and enamelled (Fig. 3, 4) was found in
August 1983, by H. Brander (N.G.R. TO 961624). It is in the form of
a roundel with eight projecting florets, o f which the uppermost is
lengthened to take the (missing) suspension ring. The roundel bears a
leopard, o r lion passant guardant, the body i n l o w relief; the
background i s o f red enamel, most o f which remains. M r. N .
Griffiths, of the Museum of London, confirmed the identificaion as a
harness pendant and showed me his drawings of comparable examples of this relatively uncommon form." Length, from tip of top to tip
of bottom floret, 11 in. Probably fifteenth-century. M r. Brander
kindly gave the pendant to the museum (accession no. 4. 1984).
D.B. K E L LY

" Antiq. Journ., lvii (1977), 324-9, no. S.
is The drawing is copied from one kindly provided by Mr. Griffiths.
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